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For T.S.

What they say about gold rooms is true but 
it was all green and you were sleeping. 

Fire reflected in the windows as the world 
started to warm. Light danced, caught in 
the curtains. You looked like a movie.

Fingers crossed. x

Z
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Pomegranate 

Paris Green
 
Ragged breathing velvet creature 
Red and warm and raw all torn  
Up throbbing its way through the fields 
A trail through the dew 
Swollen and soft from its time in saline 
Making its way to you 

We’ve beat it half to death but I’m still hung up 
on 
How violent this tenderness has always felt 
When it wraps its arms anaerobic around
But oh no I keep forgetting 
There is an order to these things 
Let me tell you how it’s all my fault: 
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You do this to yourself you dragged yourself to 
sea you 
Keep your mind a whirlpool your body in agony your
Only instinct was praise in the face of the 
greatest wave 
To break in your ribs and fill your lungs and take 
Care of you when you don’t care about yourself 
And you never did look at those old notebooks it’s 
all 
I want to die head to rock hand in hair I swear it 
doesn’t stop
Faint in the margins set it on fire a warmth for 
past selves to admire but 
If you could scale the height of your desire you’d 
jump from the top 
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Of course this is a version I prefer - 
One where you don’t send me home
Lead me to the subway or put me in a taxi 
Where instead infatuation itself strikes me down 
to rest
A sandy grave awaits, a cool grace 
But first we war on the beach until 
The water weaves a pink seafoam lace
These bodies in attrition this furious pallor 
unparalleled 
These swan-like lunges splitting hot 
Heads spilling guts and when it’s 
Holding you down bleeding into your mouth
You just think it feels good to be held
Again 
At all 
Feels good to taste someone else 
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I won’t ask you but I want you to 
Take what’s yours can you dig the offering? 
Wring from me the weight of love
There will be something waiting in the water for 
you

Or if you prefer a domestic setting 
What ends up eating you is whatever you want it to 
be 
But similarly it’s flooded the basement 
Swallowed family albums whole 
Tell me you want to get out of here 
I’ll take you home 
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Drifting in silence this pity is stifling its 
fitting this 
Mattress feels like an island I’ll let you be 
tactless why 
Don’t you come over my whole act is classless you 
can 
Really dig your nails in press an x to my skin if 
you 
Want let me ache for you again let me
Build a steeple ankle to neck I know 6
Words to whisper to  bring about an end
The closeness of our bodies back in Bethlehem
I think in architecture we
Spoke in euphemisms I remember 
Dark hair haloed against ivory 
Floor skin carpet walls furniture  
For these soft safe choices “o” 
Collapse for this richness then 
Commission an exorcism I
Search for triggers you draw a 
Pentagram to backhand the lack of 
Grasp space out break in and bend 
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And afterwards you clean my blood from the 
Couch with references to Mays passed to make me 
laugh 
One day we too will reel into blackness can you 
feel it I’m 
Letting you know I’ll let you practice if you’d 
just 
Please stay 
I can’t wait to leave but these 
Are the days I may be swayed when there’s 
Something to look forward to 
Something to stumble toward 
Great pain is confused with pleasure if you’re 
Weathering the shame of self destruction 
The guilt and glow of being adored
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Sound familiar? 

You will hate that dreams of this will linger long 
after it’s over
For now lie atop what’s become too big to fold 
It’s immense it’s terrible it’s 
Love 
The pressure of finally getting what you want 
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